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الخالصة
أجريت دراسة حصاةية عرفر ير تا اعافيا اعكيميييرا اعرعثفم يك كبكا اعرريراذه ا اعرر تا ه
عكراسةةةةة اعر تة ا وع و فكهي
اعطث ف اعريقطف واعبقت واععبا واعيرددذ يرة يك أصكى عرةةةةةرة سةةةةةع أ
 ص م يفط يفلبيي, عكراس ة اعر تا ا رىذ دود اعث يتي يك يرةةروا اعراديب جب ي٤٠٠٢ سةةع
أ
عك يبقع اعراصك واعييريخ واعبقت واععبا واعيرددذ اععييةج قبرتت يع تييةج اعراديب جب ي وأاير حن اعافيا
,( هب أعل يك عكدذIo-B) ) سةةةةةيع ووجك حن٥٠:٠٣-٠٠:٠٠  وقت اسةةةةةيررارا ك,اعكيميييرا هب ييقطع
) ي ميه رتتذ اععييةج قبرتت يع تييةج رتييج٤٠-٤٠ اكثر عةكد يك اعاةةةةةةفةيا اعةكيمةيييرا صةك ععةك اعيردد
) وترددا٠٠:٠٣-٠٠:٠٠ اعراديب جب ي وأاةةةير حن اعاةةةفيا اعكيميييرا أاةةةفيا ييقطع ديك اسةةةيررارا ك
 ي ميه رتتذ٤٠

ABSTRACT
A statistical study was made to know the characteristics of Decametric (DAM)
emission emitted from Jupiter's planet. These characteristics are the sporadic nature,
time, type and the frequency. Period of 11 years was taken to study the first and year
2004 was taken to study the others. Data were provided from Radio Jove project,
which gave information about the observer's location, date, time, type and the
frequency. The results indicated that the DAM emission was sporadic, the time was
between (00:01-05:31) hour, it was found that (Io-B) is the largest number, as
compared with others, a large number emission occurred at frequency range (20-21)
MHz. The results were compared with results of Radio Jove software, which indicated
that the DAM emission is sporadic, the time is between (00:01-05:00) and the
frequency is 21MHz.
Key words: DAM Emission, Acceleration of Particles, Radio Signals.

INTRODUCTION
Early in 1955, Bernard Burke and Kenth Franklin of Carnegie Institute
discovered, by accident, that Jupiter's planet emits strong short-wave
radio signals. While testing a very directional radio astronomy antenna
known as a" Mills Cross", they frequently received sporadic signals at
frequency 22.2 MHz, that looked like interference[1,2]. After several
months, it began to appear that the "interference" might be of a celestial
origin and not simply the noisy ignition of a passing truck. Burke and
Franklin were both amused by suggestion of Howard Tatel that the
signals might be coming from the planet Jupiter. In order to disprove this
suggestion, they made a plot of the celestial coordinates of all the
interference events. To their amazement, Jupiter's location in the sky
coincided with the direction of their antenna beam each time the
interference signal was received[3].After the accidental discovery of this
emission, scientists thought to understand what caused this radio
emission. They started with careful observations, recording the times of
hearing Jupiter and how intense Jupiter's emission. After collecting these
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radio data they compared it with other information they had about
Jupiter[4,5].

DAM Emission
The word Decametric (DAM) in terms of wavelength means tens of
meters and frequency range (10-40)MHz, the observer on the ground
detects this emission at specific frequency, the studies of the Jovian
emission show, in particular, its great variability. No other planets in the
solar system emit this type of emission[6,7], as shown in Figure-1a. The
observation of Jovian DAM emission is the only one that can be observed
from Earth. In 1964, Bigg pointed out that Io the inner most of Jupiter’s
satellite, affects the Jovian DAM emission[8]. There are three major
factors not related to observing conditions on Earth which have been
identified to affect the probability of hearing Jupiter's DAM emission at
any given time: longitude of system three (LІІІ) of Jupiter that faces to
Earth, the position of Io's (γIo) satellite in its orbit around Jupiter, and the
Jovicentric declination of the Earth (DE). The DAM emission divided into
two types Io-related (Io-A,B and C) and non-Io-related (non-Io-A,B and
C)[7,10,11].

Generation of DAM Emission:
When charged particles move through a magnetic field their paths are
changed. The particles are accelerated and start to move in spirals around
magnetic field lines towards either the south or the north pole[12]. The
DAM emission is emitted in a thin hollow cone, the radiation can only be
detected at Earth, if the thin walls of the cone intersect the direction of
Earth, as shown in Figure-1b. The opening angle of the hollow cone
seems to be around (70-80)º[11,13].

Figure-1: a: The range of frequency and wavelength[9], b: The emission cones[14].
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DATA AND RESULTS
 The Sporadic Nature
The DAM emission is described as a complex, organized, variable,
sporadic and detected at specific frequency. During the emission, the Sun,
Earth and Jupiter, must be at a straight line, otherwise the emission will
not occur, as shown in figure-2. Table-1 explains the data from the Radio
Jove project, which describes different characteristics for the DAM
emission such as observer's name, observer's location, date,time,type and
the frequency, at which point the observer detects the radio signal.
Receiving DAM emission depends on two parameters: longitude of
system three of Jupiter and phase of Io's satellite. According to these two
parameters the emission is determined, but this type of emission is not
continues, it is received sporadically, in one day the observer on Earth
can detect one emission, more than one or can not detect any emission
depending on the motion of Jupiter around itself and the rotation of Io's
satellite around Jupiter in the solar system, at the point which the
emission was formed. The number of DAM emissions in one day does
not give a good explanation to describe the sporadic nature, so the number
of DAM emissions was taken for each month within 11 year, from (20002011), which is approximately the period that requires for Jupiter's planet
to complete approximately one cycle around the Sun, as shown in figure3. The average was calculated for each year to know how does the
emission changes. Figure-3 was compared with figure-4, which indicated
that the number of DAM emissions for year 1989 was distributed
randomly, a highest column was within October, this matches our results,
but for different months of the emission occurrence. Table-2 and figure5 explained the average.
Table-1: Data from Radio Jove project.

05:54-06:02
14:35-15:41
09:07-09:17

Type of DAM
Emission
Io-A
Io-B
Io-B

Frequency
(MHz)
20.2
20.1
18-28

23/02/2005

07:00 -10:00

Non-Io-B

20.99

22/07/2006
24/02/2007

11:59- 13:29
13:00-13:10

Io-C
Io-C

20.1
15-30

04/09/2008

05:09-05:10

Non-Io-C

02.1

21/06/2009

08:10- 09:40

Io-B

02.1

22/05/2011

01:00-02:00

Io-A

19.9

Observer's Name

Observer's Location

Date

UT (HH:MM)

Ruggero Ulivastro
Jim Sky
Richard Flagg

NICEro
NASA/GSFC
UFRO
W3FAF_Radio
Observatory
NJ3B Radio Observatory
University of Florida
Franciscan Gymnasium
Kreuzburg
Hawk's Nest Radio
Astronomy Observatory
University of Florida

31/12/2003
21/12/2003
01/08/2004

John H. Thomas
Jim Brown
Wesley Greenman
Bernardin Marker
Jim Brown
Wesley Greenman
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Figure-2: The Geometry of the emission[16].

Figure-3: Number of DAM emissions for each month.
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Figure-4: Number of DAM emissions for year 1989[16].
Table-2: Number of DAM emission within one cycle around the Sun.
Year
Number of
DAM
Emission

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

6

12

73

52

311

127

44

61

131

55

157

57

Figure-5: Number of emissions within one cycle around the Sun.

 Time and Type
The time required for DAM emission to cut off was different from each
type to another. It was between few minutes to several hours, this depends
on the rotation of Jupiter and Io. Table-1 indicates the differences in time.
Because the number of DAM emission at year 2004 was the highest, so
in our studying we depended on this year. The maximum and the
minimum time were calculated to know the time continuity for DAM
emission, as listed in table-3. The results indicated that the minimum time
for DAM emission was 00:01, which was constant for all types of
emission. The maximum time was different for each type, as figure-6a.
The type of DAM emission was also depended on the motion of Jupiter
and Io, (Io-B) type was the highest column, as shown in figure-6b.
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Table-3: The maximum and the minimum time.
Type of DAM
Emission
Io-A
Io-B
Io-C
Non-Io-A
Non-Io-B
Non-Io-C

Time of Continuity for DAM Emission
Maximum
(HH:MM)
04:00
03:37
03:37
05:31
03:36
00:18

Minimum
(HH:MM)
00:01
00:01
00:01
00:01
00:01
00:01

Number of Each
Type
341
100
381
31
30
33

Figure-6:a: Time required for DAM emission, b: Types of DAM emission.

 The Frequency
All studies of the number of DAM emission indicated that emission from
Jupiter at frequency of twentieth was larger as compared with other
frequencies. The frequency range of DAM emission was between (1040) MHz. The exact frequency depends on: solar activity, elevation angle
of Jupiter above the horizon and time of night. Data collected from the
Radio Jove project, as listed in table-1, showed that there were different
values for the frequency, these differences were referred to as reasons that
motioned previously and the setting of the receiver, which was picked up
the frequency. Our results indicated that a large number of DAM
emission occurred at frequency range (20-21), other columns were very
low, as listed in table-4 and shown in figure-7.
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Table-4: The frequency of DAM emission.
18.7 19.8 20-21 18-28 15-30
Frequency (MHz)
1
202
114
10
Number of DAM Emission 39

Figure-7: The maximum frequency at (20-21) MHz.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Jupiter emits intense DAM emission, and this emission depends on the
longitude of system three of Jupiter and phase of Io's satellite. Eleven
year were taken to know the sporadic nature of the emission, figure-3
indicated that there were months the observer on Earth can not detect any
successive DAM emission; therefore one complete cycle of Jupiter
around the Sun was plotted to describe the behavior of the emission. It
was sporadically behavior, this refers to the motion of Jupiter and Io,
which gave that behavior. Figure-5 gives us all the DAM emission that
occurred along one cycle around the Sun. This means along this period,
the observer on Earth receives the DAM emission, to study the fluctuation
along all months and years to measure the number of DAM emission and
the differences, we can notice the sporadic nature from the time
occurrence. Figure-6 indicated that, the time continuity for DAM
emission was different, this referrers to each type of DAM emission
occurred at specific region within the rotation of Jupiter and Io.
According to the motion of these two bodies, a region of strong and weak
emission will occur, strong and weak emission determine the time of
beginning and end of DAM emission. Figure-7 shows that the DAM
emission occurred with different frequencies according to the setting of
the receiver, that was used by the observer to pick up DAM emission, as
shown in table-1. A large number of DAM emission was found at
frequency range (20-21)MHz. In addition the Sun also emits multi types
of radio signal at the same frequency, so the observer on Earth must be
careful when detecting radio emission from Jupiter. The frequency of
DAM emission does not depended on the longitude of system three and
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phase, but it depends on the time .The night time was better than the
daylight.
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